
7 July 2021

Committee Secretary
Senate Standing Committees on Environment and Communications
PO Box 6100
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
ec.sen@aph.gov.au

Dear Committee Secretary,

Submission to the Senate Committee Inquiry into oil and gas exploration and production in the
Beetaloo Basin

Keep Top End Coasts Healthy (KTECH) welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the Senate
Inquiry into oil and gas exploration and production in the Beetaloo Basin, with particular reference to the
Industry Research and Development (Beetaloo Cooperative Drilling Program) Instrument 2021, which
provides public money for oil and gas corporations.

KTECH works with the community, Aboriginal organisations, stakeholders and government to safeguard
the health of Top End coasts and our treasured way of life, culture and fishing lifestyle.

Northern Territory coasts are at the heart of our Top End lifestyle.

Territory coasts are central to our economic success and our culture; keeping them healthy ensures our

Territory lifestyle, fishing and tourism thrives into the future. For Indigenous people all aspects of life are

intimately connected to the health of their coastal lands and seas. Further, our Top End coasts contribute

$2billion to the Territory economy each year supporting more than 6,000 jobs. All this is at risk if we fail

to protect our coasts.

The Northern Territory coasts are at the forefront of climate change impacts in Australia.

The effects of a warming climate on the Northern Territory coasts have already been severe, as shown by

the unprecedented mangrove dieback in the Gulf of Carpentaria1, coral bleaching along the Cobourg

1 Climate drivers of the 2015 Gulf of Carpentaria mangrove dieback. 27 November 2017. National Environment
Science Program. Available at
https://nespclimate.com.au/climate-drivers-of-the-2015-gulf-of-carpentaria-mangrove-dieback/
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Peninsula2 and Arnhem Land3, and the warming of popular fishing spot Bynoe Harbour4.  The sea level is

rising twice as fast in the NT as elsewhere, and local scientists have warned that Darwin’s local flatback

turtle populations could all be born female within 15 years, or worse, completely die out, due to the

warming climate5.

It has also been reported that the changing climate is having multiple effects on fish stocks. For example,

poor wet seasons have impacted Barramundi breeding on the Daly River6, and the NT mud crab fishery

was on the brink of collapse in 2016 due to high water temperatures7. Both mud crab and Barramundi

are an important source of food for the Territory's Indigenous people, play a critical role to the tourist

industry, and support commercial fishing activity.

Evidence has shown that the changing climate threatens our Top End coasts, lifestyle and livelihoods.

Local impacts of gas industry activities.

Expansion of the oil and gas industry's on-ground and on-water activities in the Northern Territory will

have direct impacts on Northern Territory coasts. These impacts include:

● coastal destruction from industry expansion and port developments,

● increased shipping activities and related impacts, such as industrial underwater noise,

● construction of pipelines and other associated infrastructure,

● the introduction of toxic chemicals and petrochemicals into the coastal environments, and

● increase in the risks of spills and accidents.

Darwin Harbour Health

Darwin city and suburbs are surrounded by the waters of the Harbour, providing a beautiful backdrop to

the daily lives of locals, a source of recreation and leisure, and providing healthy food caught by many

fishers and their families. It’s a centrepiece for the tourist experience and facilitates the passage of many

marine-based industries. The Larrakia people are the Traditional Owners of the Darwin region and for

these saltwater people, all aspects of social, cultural, and economic life are intimately connected to their

coastal lands and seas. Darwin Harbour is home to a number of nationally threatened species including

dugongs, coastal dolphins, sawfish, saltwater crocodiles and three of the world’s seven species of marine

turtles. Keep Top End Coasts Healthy released a report in August 2020 titled Darwin Harbour Health

7 Status of key Northern Territory fish stocks report 2017. Fishery report no. 12. 1.Department of Primary Industry and
Resources, Northern territory government. Available at
https://dpir.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/744278/FR121.pdf

6 Barramundi fail to breed in Daly River as researchers report 'lowest catch on record' 12 September 2019. Available
at https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-09-12/daly-river-in-northern-territory-totally-bereft-of-barramundi/11505436

5 Climate change could make flatback turtle population be born all female or die out, scientist warns. 12 Nov 2018.
ABC News. Available at
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-12/climate-change-turtle-born-all-female-die-out-scientist-warns/10483790

4 Bynoe Harbour Warming. Film available at
https://www.facebook.com/459096317546541/videos/2254407124806589

3 Indigenous rangers on the frontline of coral bleaching in remote Australia. 11 July 2018. ABC News. Available at
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-07-11/indigenous-rangers-on-the-frontline-of-coral-bleaching/7557646?nw=0

2 New coral bleaching outbreak in NT a worrying sign of our warming oceans. 20 March 2018. The Conversation.
Available at
https://theconversation.com/new-coral-bleaching-outbreak-in-nt-a-worrying-sign-of-our-warming-oceans-93351
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Check: threats to the health of Darwin Harbour and the action needed to safeguard it8. This report found

that the health of the Harbour is in decline and the gas industry and its associated activities have played

a role.

Commenting on the Darwin Harbour health report a Fishing Guide with 30 years experience in the

Harbour Jason Rogers said “I've been watching the decline of the Harbour and, while you can certainly

catch a decent fish, it's nothing like it used to be. I've seen damage to fish habitat, oil spills, and big

industry taking its toll on the health of our pristine Harbour.” Further, Jim Smith, owner operator of Sea

Darwin said “Our business and others like it, depend on a healthy Harbour to survive. Over the eight

years we’ve been operating here, we’ve seen signs of decline, including a reduction in dolphin, turtle and

dugong sightings, which are a highlight of the tourist experience.”9

Territorians have already seen and felt the detrimental impacts of the gas industry’s activities in Darwin

Harbour, and are very concerned about the significant threat to Darwin Harbour from proposed

gas-related heavy industry for Middle Arm in the Harbour.

Failure to implement the Pepper Inquiry recommendations

The Pepper Inquiry recommendations are said to be the avenue through which the Territory’s

environment will be protected and meet the expectations from the community. Currently, only 50% of

the Pepper Inquiry recommendations have been implemented. It is our view that public monies should

not be provided to progress this industry without the full implementation of the Pepper Inquiry

recommendations.  We note that the provision of federal government funding may increase the risk of

the Pepper Inquiry recommendations not being implemented as these funding arrangements are

explicitly intended to accelerate the pace of the onshore gas industry’s development.

Yours sincerely

Adele Pedder

Campaign Manager
Keep Top End Coasts Healthy
Ph: 0422 108 539
E: adelepedder@amcs.org.au
W: topendcoasts.org.au
FB: facebook.com/topendsealife

9 Media Release ‘New report reveals action needed to prevent further decline of Darwin Harbour’s Health. 20 August 2020.
Available at
https://www.topendcoasts.org.au/media_release_ew_report_reveals_action_needed_to_prevent_further_decline_of_darwin_
harbour_s_health

8 ‘Darwin Harbour Health Check: threats to the health of Darwin Harbour and the action needed to safeguard it’ is available at
www.topendcoasts.org.au/reports
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